Chromosome strand segregation during sporulation in Bacillus subtilis.
After the initiation of spore formation in Bacillus subtilis, the products of the final round of DNA replication segregate into two cells, i.e. the prespore and the mother cell. The prespore, which is known to contain a single completed chromosome, develops into a mature endospore which can be readily separated from mother cells and non-sporulating cells on the basis of its resistance properties. We have used a procedure originally developed to label the terminus region of the B. subtilis chromosome to specifically label the newly synthesized strands of DNA during the final round of DNA replication before sporulation. We have purified prespore DNA and used strand-specific probes to measure the radioactivity incorporated. The results show that the sister chromosomes segregate at random into the prespore. This result has implications for the segregation of chromosomes during vegetative growth and for the generation of cellular asymmetry during sporulation.